NASA's Hyper-X research program was developed primarily m flight demonstrate a supersonic combustion ramiet engine, fully integrated with a forebody designed to tailor inlet flow conditions and a free expansion nozzle/afterbody to produce positive thrust at design flight conditions. With a point-designed propulsion system, the vehicle must depend upon some other means for boost to its design flight condition. Clean separation from this initial propulsion system stage within less than a second is critical to the success of the flight. This paper discusses the early planning activity, background, and chronology that developed the series
conditions. The Hyper-X will be the first flight demonstration of a fully airframe integrated scramjet propulsion system. To reach the design point for first Ilight ( Moo = 7, q_ = 1000 psi'), some form of rocket propulsion system is required; the first candidate booster to be evaluated was the Castor IVb. (refs. 11-14) : in addition, the relatively large size of the hypersonic tunnels is desirable for testing the full launch vehicle configuration.
Model Scale Trades
Captive trajectory systems (CTS) were designed primarily for store separation studies.
In such studies, the main airframe is stationary in the tunnel at a given angle of attack and sideslip (internal strain gauge balance is blade mounted on a fixed strut), and the store given to designing and fabricating a pancake-shaped balance but there was concern that design, fabrication, photographs of thistestarticlein the20-Inch Mach6 and31-1nch Math 10tunnels, respectively. Besides providing information onthedifferences between Math 6 and Mach 10 interference data,this apparatus presented theopportunity toexpand thetestenvelope fromtheAEDCtesttoinclude proximities closer than permitted atAEDC.Thedatacomparing Math6 and Mach10arestillunder analysis. TheMath6 results at closer separation distances havebeen included in the multi-degree of freedom separation database usedto designthecontrol system to promote collision-free separation.
Early Stage Separation Configuration Screening

Envelope Expansion Testing
MonteCarlosimulations wererunasthedatabase wasbeingconstructed, with eachnewlest series contributing asthedatabecame available. An initial 500runsimulation wasconducted andused to identity collisionconditions. (Eflk)rts suchasthese identified theout of control pitchingmoments induced by the "dropjaw" thatresulted in thefixedjaw requirement forthefirstflight.)Concerns about theAEDCdatanot "bounding" thesimulations created thenecessity of modifying theMaeh6 versus MaehI(I testapparatus andperforming additional teststoreduce riskthrough furtherenvelope expansion. Figures 22(a-f) 
